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Research Assistant at Dr. Mark Yim’s
Modular Robotics Lab, Upenn

Built latest version of robotic modules

� Mechanical design using SolidWorks � Mechanical design using SolidWorks 

� Led the assembly and testing of 50   

modules

� Ported and modified old code for 

newer onboard processor

� Implemented CAN, SPI, I2C and one 

wire serial communication protocolwire serial communication protocol

� Debugging



60 mm

Implemented a closed 
loop velocity control for loop velocity control for 
brushed dc motor 
module using onboard 
dsPIC30f

Debugging electronics

Studying motor 
characteristics to verify 
motor constantsmotor constants

Tweaking gains for 
optimal performance



Docking multiple robotic clusters using open 
source Nyartoolkit  to track fiducial markers source Nyartoolkit  to track fiducial markers 
with a webcam for position and orientation 
information

Magnet faces assist in docking and hold the 
clusters together

Programming in C and Python



Lithium polymer cell balancing 
circuit

Protects Li-Poly batteries from Protects Li-Poly batteries from 
shorts, overdraw and 
overvoltage

Implemented using Texas 
instruments BQ77PL900

PCB design using Eagle

60 mm



Robotic Gripper

Employs 3 degree of freedom 
in one plane to grasp objects 
of varying dimensionsof varying dimensions

Designed using SolidWorks, 
fabricated using laser cutter

Mechanism by Dr. Mark Yim



Mechanical Design and Development Internship

Motile Robotics Inc, MD

Built a semi autonomous pulley 
system to move the VICON 
camera system’s calibration wand 
vertically  to cover maximum 
volume

12
 ft

volume

Hardware:

Texas Instruments low cost 
MSP430 microcontroller

Off shelf Motor Drivers

PVC pipes for cheap and easy to 
build structure

Embedded Programming in C



Autonomous Goalie Robot  design for Robockey, 
Mechatronics final project

Built 3 robots to track an IR emitting puck and 
use provided position information to extract 
orientation to navigate around the 10ft x 4 ft field

2 wheeled balancing robot2 wheeled balancing robot

Implemented PD control on filtered accelerometer 
output

First out of 12 teams to complete the project





Programmed the Robot 
to avoid obstacles and 
follow a trajectory using
on board camera

Programming in 

Pic: Dr Jonathan Fiene

Programming in 
MATLAB

Solved for forward and inverse kinematics 
for a UNIMATE PUMA 260 Arm 

Used the equations to draw a spiral using  a 
marker as an end effectors



Auto Drive

Partially automated automobile by 
managing gear changes, clutch, managing gear changes, clutch, 
brake and accelerator

The project has been approved
by Indian Auto giant
Mahindra and Mahindra

Awaiting funds from 
All India Council for Technical 
Education (AICTE)



Shortlisted in the Top 10 teams from all over India by the Defense Research Development 
Organization (DRDO) for LOW COST UNMANNED AERIAL SURVEILLANCE VEHICLE



Autoport

An exhibition during Technovanza
08’, the technical festival of VJTI

Showcased automation for the first
time on Mumbai University
campus

Attracted over 2000 visitors over 
3 days



Gesture based 
pointing tool

Hardware:

Accelerometer- MMA7260Q

Microcontroller – Atmel Atmega8L

Zigbee
(wireless module)



Prototype towards a flying machine like 
the quad rotor X UfO

For the ROBO WARS competition at IIT For the ROBO WARS competition at IIT 
Bombay, Techfest 2009 ( Asia’s Largest
tech student gathering )



An IC engine powered RC car 
for a competition at IIT Bombay

Initiated the college participation in ABU 
Robocon 2008



Nominated for best design at Nexus, IIT 
Bombay 2006

Beginning robotics with a simple Radio 
controlled race car, 2005


